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Cardiff-based brothers: producer, Ben Dabson and guitarist, Dafydd Dabson, have
been making noise together since before they could talk. Codewalkers was formed in
2016 when they recruited vocalist Seun Babatola to provide a message to their music.
The trio were joined in 2018 by bassist Chay Lockyer and drummer Aled Lloyd to
complete the line up.

Their music is a mix of rock, rap and reggae. Featuring a mix of live and electronic
instruments and a fusion of Welsh and Nigerian cultures, they move from the catchy
reggae hooks of Street Philosophy to the hip-hop anti-war diatribe Glorify. Upcoming
track World is a five minute spoken-word epic about the drudgery of modern life and
the value of individual moments of freedom.

Citing Faithless and sci-fi author Iain M. Banks as big lyrical influences, Seun also
draws upon his childhood experiences in Nigeria for lyrical inspiration, and will often
switch between English and Yoruba. Discussing the writing process, he says “Some
lyrics start with a beat in my head and the sound of the words. Others start with visual
images inspired by books and films. Sometimes I would write in my dreams and wake
up with lyrics in my head”.

The band have an exciting time ahead having been chosen as one of twelve artists to
be on the BBC Horizons scheme for 2019/2020. Other highlights include for the band
so far are being chosen as BBC Intoducing Wales ‘Artist of the Week’ and securing
funding from Arts Council of Wales under the Launchpad 2018 scheme.

They are a busy band and have played sets at festivals including HUB Fest, Big Cwtch,
Truefest, Swansea Fringe Festival and Big Love. They have received airplay on BBC
Radio Wales, BBC Radio Cymru, GTFM and Positive Radio amongst others.

The band document a lot of their writing process and use the footage to connect with
fans. Ben says “we thought it would be cool to film what we were doing so we have
loads of footage of recording sessions, writing sessions, practices etc. We hope
people will like having an insight into how we work and what we're like as people.”


